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Sub-Doppler Frequency Measurements on OCS at 87 THz
(3.4 pm) with the CO Overtone Laser: Considerations and Details
A. Daxt, J.S. Wells, L. Hollberg, and A.G. Ma&$
Time and Frequency Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Boulder, Colorado 80303
and
W. Urban
Institut fur Angewandte Physik
der Universitat Bonn
Bonn, D-53115 Germany

We have investigated two techniques for making sub-Doppler frequency measurements
with the CO overtone laser. We studied three OCS transitions whose frequencies overlap either
directly with CO Av = 2 overtone transition frequencies or with the overtone lines after they
have been shifted by an acousto-optic modulator. We have investigated both conventional
saturated-absorption and an optical heterodyne polarization. While we eventually used the latter
technique for our measurements, it is too cumbersome to use as a conventional laser stabilization
tool. Saturation absorption is considerably simpler and has potential for a more accurate
measurement, if some technical problems are overcome. This becomes more important in the
light of a potential use of the CO Av=2 P26(9)transition in a new frequency chain. This
transition was used for the OCS P(27) 1O"1-00"O measurement. Polarization spectroscopic
techniques with optical heterodyne detection were used to observe the features and then to
provide the discriminant for locking the overtone laser to the OCS transitions. A C02 laser
synthesizer was used for the frequency measiirement basis. The new frequencies (uncertainties
in parentheses) resulting from the measurements are for the OCS 10'1-00'0 P(27), 87 117
278.492(50) MHz; OCS 1 lll-O1lrO R(14), 87 222 001.143(70) MHz; and for the OC34S10'100'0 P(9), 87 010 586.671(75) MHz.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1979, we have been involved in a major effort to provide frequency/wavenumber
calibration standards based on heterodyne frequency measurements [ 1,2]. Our heterodyne
frequency measurement activity came to a temporary halt when we reached the 61.76 THz (2060
cm-') region, the upper limit of our Av = 1 CO laser [3]. Some measurements at slightly higher
frequencies were possible based on a doubling of the C 0 2 laser [4]. It was the development of

the CO overtone laser [5] that made further progress possible. The most recent status [6] (over
330 transitions in the 2.6 to 4.1 p m region) suggests the potential usefulness of this laser. A
long standing NIST-IAP collaboration resurfaced in Bonn, where the overtone laser served as
a transfer oscillator in some tunable diode laser (TDL) based heterodyne measurements.

Frequencies were measured of OCS transitions in the l l ' e l - O l ~and
~ lllfl-O1'fObands at 87
THz (3.4 pm) [7].

With the exception of some measurements on CO [8] and N20 [9], our

measurements between 1979 and 1990 were all Doppler-limited. In a separate effort, Fayt et al.

[lo] have made sub-Doppler measurements on those OCS transitions that are near the 9 pm C02
laser transitions.
The Doppler-limited frequency measurements culminated in the publication of a
calibration atlas [2] which spans much of the region from 486 to 3120 cm-' plus another small
region from 4071 to 4352 cm-'. The atlas has a spectral map and facing table format and will
be updated from time to time in the form of a computer diskette for the facing tables as new and
improved frequency values become available [2,11]. Since a deliberate effort was made to keep
the atlas at a manageable length, about three quarters of the possible frequency entries were not
included. The diskette in NIST Standard Reference Database 39 includes these omitted values.
In an effort to further improve the calibration frequencies, both NIST and the IAP in the
University of Bonn, Germany have started to make sub-Doppler frequency measurements on
OCS. Our measurements were at 3.4 p m , those of our colleagues in Bonn were near 5 pm [12].

In this technote we describe the first NIST OCS experiments and the new frequency calibration
tables appear elsewhere [ 131.
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2. THE NIST OVERTONE LASER

The dc-gas-discharge-excited, CO-overtone laser was developed by W. Urban and coworkers at the Institut fur Angewandte Physik (IAP) der Universitiit Bonn [5] and the current
description of status and recent improvements is available in Ref [6]. Basically, this liquidnitrogen-cooled flowing-gas CO laser operates on Av = 2 transitions. It operates over the 2.6
pm to 4.1 pm region where some 330 lines have been made to lase. In our NIST laboratory we

have constructed a CO overtone laser similar to the laser developed in Bonn [5]. Our 1.87 m
long laser has a 450 line/"

grating and a 10 m radius-of-curvature output coupler. The LN,-

cooled gain section is about 1.09 m long, with a bore ID of 12 mm. The operating partial
pressures of the He, N2, air, and CO are essentially the same as the Bonn papers indicate [5,6].

(We can attest to the wisdom of using an aluminum gas cylinder for storing the CO to avoid
problems [6] arising from Fe(CO), in older iron cylinders.) Our pressures were measured at
the gas outlet of the laser under operating conditions (77 K , 4 ma discharge current). The
partial pressures of the gases were: for helium, 844 Pa (6.35 Torr); nitrogen, 80 Pa (0.6 Torr);
air, 6 Pa (0.05 Torr); and carbon monoxide, 53 Pa (0.4 Torr). The pumping speed of the
effluent through the vacuum pump was about 1 Plmin at ambient temperatures and altitude.

The Bonn versions of the laser have the output power taken from the zeroth order of the
grating. While our grating mount has a capability for such coupling, we chose to take the output
from a dielectric-coated ZnSe coupler. This compensated coupler (the second surface of the
coupler is curved) minimizes the spreading of the output beam. In an effort to minimize the
laser linewidth, we have inserted convection barriers to enclose the regions between the
resonator optical elements and the Brewster windows of the gain tube. We have also inserted
a surge reservoir between the mixing valves and the gas inlet to the laser tube to reduce the
effect of pressure fluctuations from the flow meters. For the lines used here, we have obtained
single mode laser powers of 80 to 100 mW. The measured linewidth is about 100 kHz, and the
measured polarization quality (I,,o,./IvclJ was 2000.
2.1 Sub-Doppler Experinwnts with the CO Overtone Laser

Our experiment was designed to take advantage of the CO overtone laser to make some
heterodyne frequency measurements with sub-Doppler techniques (and polarization sensitive
devices) [14-471 on OCS transitions that overlap or nearly overlap a CO laser transition. Two
3

different experimental approaches were investigated to see which was best for making subDoppler measurements on the OCS transitions.

The first involved saturated-absorption

techniques [ 14-18,20,22,23], and the second used polarization-selective optical-heterodyne
techniques [24,28-37,40,43-471.

The first technique is potentially the more accurate for

frequency measurements [ 15-181 (provided that the transition moment of the molecule is
sufficiently large) and is also much simpler to use. However, because of the weak transition
moment involved and some technical problems in obtaining a clean modulation signal for thirdderivative detection [28,29] this technique was shelved for the time being.

The second

technique produced a much better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but was considerably more
cumbersome. We discuss details of both experiments showing their advantages and limitations.

3. SATURATED-ABSORPTION CONSIDERATIONS
The goal of optical heterodyne frequency measurements on calibration gases is to find
precise line center positions. Despite the convenience and promising features which are afforded
by an intracavity absorption cell [14], we have chosen an extracavity absorption cell. The
extracavity operation promises better frequency accuracy of the molecular line to be measured
by controllable pump/probe intensities and negligible gas lens effects [15,16].

3.1 A Novel Linear Diode

In order to stabilize a laser to a highly reproducible saturation feature, it is desirable to
obtain a discriminant with both a high (SNR) and a small linewidth. The factor limiting the
linewidth in a saturated-absorption experiment is often the residual Doppler width [17]. This
arises from a small angle (which is usually introduced to prevent optical feedback to the laser)
between the probe beam and the counterpropagating pump beam in the low pressure absorption
cell. The common trick to prevent optical feedback and still have collinear beams is to insert
an optical diode [18]. We present the features of the optical diode we used; it is a novel,
simple, and broadband device. A comparison is made between our linear diode and the most
commonly used diode in the mid-infrared, a linear polarizer in front of a X/4 retarder plate
[15,18] which we call a circular diode.
The principal setup of our saturated-absorption experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A threemirror wavelength-independent polarization rotator rotates the horizontal polarization of the
4

incident laser beam to a 45" position [19]. After passing the polarizer, the single laser beam
is split into two beams with equal intensities and high quality polarizations. One is parallel to
and the other is perpendicular to the horizontal plane. As long as both beams have equal
intensities and the beam paths are nearly equal in length, one tends to observe symmetric line
shapes [20].

After one round trip, the ordinary beam enters the polarizer where the

extraordinary beam has left it before. But now the ordinary beam stays ordinary (fixed by its
polarization) and passes straight through the polarizer, where it can be focused on a detector.

Mirror

Mirror
Variable
polarization
rotator

Polarizer
Detector

Figure. 1. Elements of setup for saturated absorption spectroscopy using a linear diode.
Conversely, the extraordinary beam separates in the opposite direction and can be focused to a
second detector or beam stop.
Our polarizer was of a Rochon type made of MgF, [21]. We used the astigmatism-free
ordinary beam for probing and the extra-ordinary beam for pumping. During the round trip,
the plane of incidence at each optical component remains the same for both beams and their
polarizations stay parallel and perpendicular to this plane. Therefore, no ellipticity which would
considerably decrease the diode's quality can build up at reflective optical components.
An optical diode which used

two birefringent crystals for linear polarizations has been

demonstrated [22]; we have shown that a single crystal is sufficient. It is instructive to consider
the difference in the expected saturated absorption signal strength between that produced with

a linear diode and that from a circular diode.

5

3.2 Polarization Considerations
The molecular absorption cross section depends on the polarization of the applied laser
beam [23,24]. This can be understood quantum mechanically by a different overlap of the mdependent wave functions related to a molecular transition expressed by the relevant ClebschGordon coefficients [23]. Classically, this effect is attributable to the fact that a light field
rotating in the same sense as the spinning molecule undergoes a pronounced interaction [25].
Thus, the saturation of a molecular transition depends on the polarization of the laser beam, the
rotational quantum number J , AJ, and the magnetic quantum number m.
The absorption coefficient a, for the probe beam in the limit of weak saturation is
generally given [25] by
=

-

n,~, - epSis,

(1)

where
a0

=

linear absorption coefficient,

0,

=

self saturation coefficient for the probe beam,

0,s

=

cross saturation coefficient,

1,

= probe beam intensity,

Is

=

pump beam intensity.

0, describes the interaction between the pump and probe beam transferred by the nonlinear
optical medium. It is responsible for a Lamb dip on the Doppler profile given by the linear
absorption coefficient a0.
The polarization dependence has already been extracted from 0, by Dabkiewicz and
Hansch et al. [26,27]. They have taken advantage of the Wigner-Eckart theorem and have
summed the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients over the magnetic quantum numbers. They obtained
four relevant factors cIIr,cyI,,

(-IIf,

and

{i,,describing the polarization dependent interaction of

the counterpropagating pump and probe beams. Here J is the lower state and J' the upper state
rotational number of the corresponding molecular transition.
polarized beams spinning in the same direction,

5"

stands for two circularly

r for two circularly polarized beams spinning

oppositely, (1 for two parallel linearly polarized, and (' for two perpendicular linearly polarized
beams.
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Their calculation is restricted to the following limitations:
1. Weak saturation,
2. Natural linewidth < < doppler width,

3. Spontaneous emission is neglected,
4. No multiple optical pumping, and
5 . No coherence effects (already included in 2).

To get appropriate information about the signal strength by using different optical diodes, we

r

need to know whether the above cited rare comparable and which values correspond to which
experimental setup.
The comparability of the factors

r is discussed in References [23] and [24], which show

that we have to refer all r s to one saturation intensity. In Ref. [24] this is the saturation
intensity for the case where two counterpropagating beams are polarized linearly and are parallel
to each other. That has already been accomplished in the same way by Dabkiewicz and Hansch
[26]. So we obtain, for example, for large J values (J I4) the scaling law:

r:j-:rl:$l
scale

as 3/2: 1/4:3/4: 1 for R and P transitions and as 2/3:2/3: 1/3: 1 for Q transitions.
The second problem concerns only the circularly polarized case. For convenience the

circularly polarized beam passing the circular diode is normally retroreflected somewhere behind
or inside the gas sample cell (see for example Ref. [ls]). Therefore, we have for that case the
situation depicted in Fig. 2. A o+ polarized beam is going to the right and a (T- polarized beam

to the left. Since both have the same spinning direction,

r is the appropriate parameter here.

o+

Figure 2. The two counterpropagating o+ and o- beams are spinning in the same direction.
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So the saturated absorption signal (in the limit of small saturation and J > 4 ) is two times larger
when we use a circular diode with a retroreflector behind than when we use our linear diode.
If necessary, we can recover the factor of two by summing up the two detector signals
mentioned above. A linear diode based on the Faraday effect [18] would lead to a 2/3 times
smaller signal for R and P transitions compared to using a circular diode and a 3/2 times larger
signal for Q transitions.
3.3 mperimental Results
We set up a slightly more complex experiment than Fig. 1 suggests; the primary difference
was that we attenuated the power down to about 1 mW in each beam. Figure 3 shows a
recorded Lamb dip employing this setup. The laser was frequency modulated by applying a 1.2
kHz sine wave to a single piezoelectric transducer (PZT) on the laser mirror mount. The Lamb
dip was obtained by detecting at 3f(3.6 kHz) [28,29] and scanning the laser frequency over the
absorption profile. The gas pressure in the 1.5 m long absorption cell was 0.27 Pa and the laser
power approximately 1 mW for each beam. The SNR was 14 and the linewidth of this P(27)
10°l-OOoOtransition was less than 200 kHz.

Figure 3. The third derivative saturated absorption signal of the OCS P(27) line at 3.4 pm. The
linewidth is less than 200 Wz.
Despite this promising result, which can be improved by using more laser power in the
cell, we rejected this technique for two technical reasons. The first is a problem with the PZT
which had nonlinearities and a slight tilt with increasing voltage. The nonlinearity often caused
the Lamb dip to appear asymmetric. The second reason for rejecting this technique was that the
8

liquid-nitrogen-cooled CO overtone laser shows randomly distributed intensity spikes after

a few hours of operation (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Randomly distributed intensity spiking of the CO overtone laser after a few hours
of operation. The detection system and experimental parameters are the same as for Fig. 3.

Obviously, this limits the accuracy of stabilizing a laser to a reference line. The reason
for this spiking is attributable to frozen CO, particles falling down the laser tube wall and
crossing the laser beam.

CO, is built up from dissociation products of CO in the gas

discharge exiting the laser active medium. This can be a problem for this laser (and for the

Av = 1 CO laser running on high vibrational quantum numbers) since a relatively high
amount of CO (up to 8 percent) is necessary to run these lasers [6,30].
Our quasi-wavelength-independent setup has been adopted by our colleagues in Bonn

[12,31] for calibration gas measurements at 5 pm. They had much higher (about 1000 time
higher) spectral line intensities for most of their measured OCS and CO transitions and no
spiking problem due to the low amount of CO in their 5 pm CO laser. Alternatively, they
employ a Cardanic-compensated PZT and mirror mount similar to Ref. [32] originally
designed for the Bonn C 0 2 lasers [33,34] and a still higher modulation frequency using a
two-stage PZT [35,36].
9

4. OPTICAL HETERODYNE POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY
The polarization spectroscopy method.was invented by Wieman and Hansch in 1976 [37].
Since then, this versatile method has been used not only for several laser spectroscopic
measurements, but also for laser stabilization [38-471. The principle of operation is that a strong
pump beam introduces an anisotropy in a sample; that is, the sample becomes dichroic and
birefringent if the pump frequency is near a molecular resonance. A weak probe beam at the
same frequency will suffer a change in its polarization if it interacts with the same molecules as
the pump beam.

With an appropriate selection method, we can observe these changes in

polarization at low power. The possible variations concerning the polarization of the pump and
probe and the offset angle of the analyzer from a predetermined orientation produce different
signal shapes and intensities for molecular Q, R, and P transitions [37-421.
After the problems with the saturated absorption technique, we selected the optical
heterodyne polarization spectroscopy (OHPS) technique [24,37,43]. Its physical principle is
extensively explained in Ref. [44].

4.1 Analysis of OHPS Technique
The main advantage of the OHPS technique is that a weak signal can be considerably
enhanced by heterodyning the signal wave (amplitude E,) with a much stronger local oscillator
wave (amplitude Eo), as long as Eo (which can also contribute noise) is selected appropriately.
To use this technique, we apply intensity modulation to the pump beam and detect the
modulation transfer to the probe beam. The result is a low noise dispersion shaped signal which
depends on the molecular transition. This sub-Doppler signal is appropriate for the stabilization
(a line-center-lock to a molecular transition) of a laser. An absolute frequency measurement of
the stabilized-laser radiation can then permit the molecule to be used for calibration. The J
dependence of the signal is calculated in Refs. [24],[37],[40], and [43].
Since both birefringence and dichroism can contribute to the signal here, the most difficult
problem is to obtain a line shape that is symmetric about the true line center [37,45,46]. The
local oscillator wave Eo can be obtained most conveniently from the probe beam itself by slightly
uncrossing the analyzer with respect to the polarizer by an angle 4. An improper choice of

C#I

may be accompanied by asymmetries in the dispersion signal.
It is of interest to consider the SNR for this type of experiment in the infrared region.
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Workers in the visible region use the approximation SNR = l/dc, where

E

is the extinction

ratio of the analyzer. The detector noise, however sets a finite limit. In the visible (500 nm),
the detector noise may be lo-' that of the detectors in the 3 p m region [ 4 9 ] , and we may assume
that D, < < yPo, where rPois the laser noise and Po is the laser output power. In this case,
the detector noise may be neglected. The detector noise may not be neglected in the 3 pm
region.
Let A 4 be the azimuth angle change of the probe beam's polarization vector due to the

birefringence of the medium. As shown in the section following Eq. (3), A+ is proportional to
Ankd,, where An is the refractive index change, ko is the wavevector, and L is an effective path

length. We detect changes in the azimuthal angle which produce a signal, S = 2P0+,A4, where

+,is the offset angle of the analyzer.
power reaching the detector is

We consider for now a single-stage analyzer. The laser

+ e), where Pot represents the leakage through the

analyzer.
The laser noise is this term multiplied by y, and since the detector and laser noise are

+ ,$)I2 + 0;)". To find the maximum

uncorrelated, the total noise is given by N = ([YP,(+,~

value for the SNR (limited by the laser power [ 4 8 ] ) , we look for an extremum with respect to
the variable 9,. With the optimum value for

we obtain

A good extinction ratio of the analyzer is essential. In the visible spectral region extinction ratio
values of
oft =

are often cited [37,47]. Our Rochon type analyzer had a specified extinction ratio
[21]. Practically, it is not that good because of the optical beam path through the

crystal (the crystal is often tilted to avoid feedback to the laser).
By using a two-stage analyzer we could improve the extinction ratio considerably. By using

the Jones formalism [SO], we have calculated the contributions to the detector response ID, and
achieved, by using linear approximations
Id, = Ce-&

E,2(fl5,

-F2e2 +e2 -EkoAbi+4,2+4,k~b,-EA~k&+41Ank&

+ [k:AnLAb, +k ; A d A b i ]
+ 5/4[(kOAnL)2+(koAbr)2+(A~k&)2+(kgL\bJ2])
11

(3)

where Cis a proportionality constant,

K

is the susceptibility

(K

=

+ K-),

K+

ko = 2a/h, h is the

wavelength of the probe beam, and L is the estimated overlap length of the crossed beams within
the cell. The symbols
E

and

t2represent the extinction ratios for the first and second analyzer,

is the ellipticity of the polarization after the polarizer, and AK =

K+

- K - and An

=

n , - n-

are the susceptibility change and refractive index change of the anisotropic medium in the
circular basis. AK describes the dichroism having a Lorentzian lineshape, An describes the
birefringence and has a dispersion lineshape, dl is the deviation from the crossing angle of the
first analyzer, and Abr = b: - b; (the real part) and Abi = b t - b; (the imaginary part) describe
the anisotropy of the cell windows under vacuum stress [24,28,43].
Since both extinction ratios have similar values between lov4and lo-’, the term
negligible.

The same is usually true for all terms containing

experimentally that

E

<

E ~ , since

E1E2 is

we have found

The signal term can be expressed as &Eo(EJnk&), showing the

heterodyning of the signal amplitude EoAnk& and the local oscillator amplitude &Eo [44]. The
terms A K , ( A K ) ~and
, (An)2 may lead to asymmetry of the signal, and the remaining terms are
responsible for the background.

4.2 Details of the OHPS Experiment
The overtone laser is the starting point of the experiment in the block diagram in Fig. 5.
The output of the overtone laser is directed by several mirrors to a wedged, uncoated ZnSe beam
splitter where the transmitted portion is used for the saturating beam. The beam reflected from
the front surface is used for the linear probe beam, and the beam reflected from the back surface

is directed via an acousto-optic modulator to the IR frequency synthesizer. When a frequency
overlap did not exist between the CO and OCS transitions, the beam from the overtone laser
traversed the AOM first (for a shift to the required frequency) and then onto the three functional
paths.

4.2.1 The Two Stage Analyzer
As indicated in Fig. 5, the probe beam’s polarization was rotated by 7d2 by the five-mirror

variable rotator and was then focused by mirror 1 onto a reflecting wedged germanium plate
polarizer [33,51]. The beam is recollimated by mirror 2. This increases the polarization purity
of the beam from 2000:l at the laser output to greater than 650 0OO:l.

A four-mirror

polarization-conserving half-wave plate [33,52] returns the polarization back to horizontal. The
12

probe beam traverses the OCS cell at a small angle with respect to the cell axis and is focused
by mirror 3 onto a second reflecting wedged germanium plate polarizer which acts as the first
stage of the analyzer. Only the component polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence is
reflected by this L unit along on the detection path. The local oscillator wave is generated by
tilting the base of this device to the offset angle 4,. A similar one stage analyzer can also be
found in Refs. [38] and [48]. These collinear signal and local oscillator beams are focused on
the Rochon analyzer by mirror 4 and mirror 5 focuses them on the detector.
4.2.2 The Compound X/4 Plate

Before considering the path of the pump beam, we point out that instead of the usual h/4
plate, we have used a two-component scheme to achieve circular polarization.

Our two-

component scheme has two advantages. First, and most important, it is possible to have control
over the polarization quality (similar to using a Babinet-Solei1 compensator). Additionally, the
device is purely reflective and consequently is nearly wavelength independent.
The path (shown in Fig. 5) of the saturating beam through our two-component device starts
where it emerges from the ZnSe beam splitter. The beam then has its polarization rotated by
a three-mirror variable polarization rotator to some arbitrary value, say

+ (the difference

between a three-mirror rotator and a five-mirror rotator is that the latter conserves the
polarization quality much better [33]). The beam is focused by mirror 6 on a titanium plate,
which affords an adjustable angle 8 of incidence relative to the incoming beam. The physics
involved in the phase shift on reflection from the titanium plate is described in [33] and is
simply the physics of Fresnel reflection by a metal surface [53]. A measured polarization
quality of 99.5 percent was achieved for the saturation beam by iterative adjustment of the angles
(9

and 8. It is essential to have a good circular polarization quality here, otherwise the pump

wave can be considered to be composed of a circular and a linear part where dichroism can be
accompanied with this linear pump wave. According to Ref. [38] such a dichroism changes the
azimuthal angle of the probe beam’s linear polarization.

The resulting absorption-shaped

contribution to the signal would increase, making the dispersion-shaped signal asymmetric
relative to the baseline and relative to the baseline intersection point. The saturation beam
traversed the cell at a small angle with the cell axis. The crossing angle between the two beams
was estimated to be about 1 mrad.
14

4.3 Elimination of Spurious Signals

The experiments required a major rearrangement of our laboratory. The area available
for the saturation scheme was rather small (1 m

X

2.5 m) and a considerably larger number of

folding mirrors was used than Fig. 5 would suggest. This led to some complications, since even
a minuscule reflection from the perimeter of the beam could somehow find its way back to the
sensitive detection system.

Determining sufficient clearances for the beam was a tedious

procedure. The problem of interfering noise by backscattered pump light and the leaking probe
light at the detector has already been pointed out in Ref. [37]. The recommended solutions are
to use a spatial filter [24,37], an intermodulation technique [46], or a phase modulation of the
pump beam [43], or to shift the frequency between the pump and probe beam [47].
By greatly increasing the gain of the detector amplifier we found two ways to reduce the
background signal and a third procedure to reduce the background interference noise more than
2 orders of magnitude. Besides spatial shielding in front of the detector, we cleaned all mirrors

and made them meticulously free of dust before each measurement. In addition, almost the
whole optical path was flushed with dry nitrogen gas.

This was very effective, since

interference noise is attributable to random fluctuations of the refractive index caused by air
turbulence in the probe and pump beam path. This flushing removed CH, and water which are
atmospheric absorbers at 3.4 p m [54].
4.4 Suiiable Dispersion Signals

When the elimination of the spurious signals was completed, suitable stabilization signals
were observed. We measured the frequency of three OCS transitions which had accidental
overlaps with the CO overtone laser or its AOM shifted sidebands. Some of the data from the
experiment on the P(27)A line of OCS at 3.4 p m are shown in the next two figures. Figure 6
shows the nearly symmetric dispersion signal which was used to lock the CO overtone laser.
The common procedure for achieving a symmetric signal is to squeeze the cell windows in order
to reduce the term GAKLAbi/2 (see Eq. (3)). This is the main contribution to the asymmetry of
the signal if

E

< < koAbi.

We investigated an alternative method which was to rotate the second analyzer (Rochon
crystal) of our two stage system relative to the first analyzer. Offset angles of & < 5" were
enough to achieve symmetric signals. Since the polarization of the probe beam after the first
15
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Figure 6 . Dispersion signal of saturated P(27) OCS transition. The center frequency is
87 117 278.492(50) MHz and the peak to peak linewidth is about 700 kHz. The width
of the scan shown here is about 45 MHz.
analyzer is elliptical, this technique is reminiscent of the method employed by Delsard and
Keller [39]. They used a linear pump beam and a circular probe beam and found that it was
possible to change the signal continuously from an absorption shape to a dispersion shape simply

by rotating their analyzer 45".
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Our quantitative description does not demonstrate that we can symmetrize the signal
without changing the real zero crossing of the Lamb dip. To do this would require the inclusion

of a valid model which describes the cell windows under stress. However, not only do the
dispersion signals appear symmetric, but also another measurement using a different technique
produced a result which agreed to within 20 kHz with our result for the same 5.3 pm OCS
transition [ 12,13,55].

5. THE CO, LASER SYNTHESIZER
We refer again to Fig. 5 ; the third beam from our wedged ZnSe beamsplitter was focused
by mirror 8 on the acousto-optic modulator (AOM), and the shifted beam was recollimated and
sent to the input of the infrared frequency synthesizer. The frequency synthesizer consists of
two C02 laser frequency standards, a microwave oscillator, a MIM diode, and a spectrum
analyzer along with a marker oscillator. (See Ref. [2], pp. 17-21, or Refs. [3], [4], or [7].)
5.1 Improvements in NIST CO, Lasers
The C 0 2 lasers in our synthesizer were previously used in less accurate measurements and
are still stabilized with a first derivative lock. In order to upgrade the lasers and achieve higher
accuracies, we have started our improvements by converting stabilization to an external cell
(pressure 5.3 Pa (40 mTorr) C02). The output of each C02 laser was directed towards its own

85 percent reflecting ZnSe beam splitter and the reflected portions were directed to an external
cell and retroflected at a small angle to avoid feedback to the laser. The transmitted portions
were combined on a 50 percent beam splitter and directed to the MIM diode, which was also
irradiated with the CO overtone laser power. Each laser was retrofitted with a new ribbed bore
design gain tube to discriminate against off-axis modes. One C 0 2 laser had invar support rods,
the second one is currently being modified to include them. New locking-electronics and new
PZTs will complete the improvement program.
5.2 Synchronizer-CO Overtone Lascr Beatnote
Figure 7 shows the time-averaged beatnote between the locked CO overtone laser (after
passing through the AOM) and a reference synthesized from a combination of C0,-stabilized
laser standards. Aside from the frequency determination, which is the primary goal, two
features are significant. The first is that the linewidth of the laser is about 100 kHz, which is
17
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Spectrum analyzer display of time-averaged (100 scans) beatnote between the CO
overtone laser which was locked to the P(27) line and a reference from the infrared frequency
synthesizer. The center frequency is 1171.900 MHz, the video bandwidth is 30 kHz, and the
sweep time is 62.56 ms.

considerably less than the 700 kHz saturation feature. The relative phase and amplitudes of
modulation of the reference lasers were adjusted to minimize the beatnote linewidth; hence the
linewidth here is an upper limit on that of the CO laser.
The second feature (not discernible here) is that the SNR of the beatnote was generally
between 25 and 30 dB, and hence suitable for stabilizing the overtone laser to the synthesized
reference. This makes it an ideal reference for use in a heterodyne measurement to measure the
linewidth of TDLs and to use in frequency offset control in an alternate scheme with a line
narrowed TDL [56].

6. RESULTING HETERODYNE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Dispersion signals similar to that in Fig. 6 were obtained for two other transitions.
Parameters for these measurements were pressures of about 1.3 Pa (10 mTorr) with an estimated
overlap pathlength L of about 1 m in a 1.5 m long absorption cell. The measurements were all
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made with the same sample of gas at room temperature. No isotopically enriched samples ?S
for example) were used in the measurements. Table I gives the three sub-Doppler frequency
measurements made through the use of this polarization spectroscopic technique. This technique
is limited to the measurement of transitions that happen to be within the limited tuning range of

the CO laser lines or within the range of the side-band produced by the acousto-optic modulator.
The uncertainties in the measurements come from two sources. One is the uncertainty in
locating the line center. Our estimate of this uncertainty comes from two sources. One is one
half of the peak-to-peak frequency separation divided by the signal to noise ratio. The other part

is one half of the peak-to-peak frequency separation divided by the signal to asymmetry ratio,
where we define the asymmetry ratio as the difference between the midpoint of a line connecting
the peaks and the extrapolation of the off axis baseline through the zero crossing of the
discriminant. The second part of the uncertainty comes from possible deviations from locking
the CO, lasers to the desired frequency. This can arise from less than optimal setting of the
grating, DC offsets in the servo signal, and drifts in the offset that occur after initially zeroing
out such errors. Based on some locking studies, we think this could be as high as 10 kHz for

Table I. The measured transition frequencies for carbonyl sulfide.

co

OCS Transition

Trans.a
P(27) 10'1 -ooOo
P26(9)
R(14)
1 llfl -01"O
P26(8)
P26(10) P(9)e 10'1 -00°0

Obs. Freq.b
(MHz)

C 0 2 Freq. Stds.c

87 117 278.496k0.050 2 XR(8)I+R(12)1
87 222 001.143+0.070 2XP(28)I+P(32)II
87 010 586.667k0.075 2 xR(28)I+P(24)1

Beat Freq.
(MH4
-1261.908
-1056.509
-412.438

a For the CO laser designation the subscript indicates the lower state vibrational quantum

number and the number in parentheses is 1".
The OCS observed frequency is given by the sum of the CO, laser frequencies and the beat
frequency.
For the C02 laser designation the I indicates the 10 p m band and the I1 indicates the
9 pm band.
For the measurement of the R(14) line of the lltfl-O1lfO band a microwave frequency of
10 999.988 MHz was added to the CO, laser frequencies.
e This transition is for 160t2C34S;
the other two are for 16012C32S.
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each harmonic required for synthesis. The standard deviation of each measurement set was
less than the estimated uncertainties, since some possible systematic errors are included in
the estimated uncertainties.

The CO, laser frequencies used to calculate the measured OCS frequency values
in Table I were taken from a recent reanalysis of the CO, laser frequencies [57] and, for the
lines used for this work, only differ from the frequencies given by Bradley et al. [58] by a
few kilohertz.
These new OCS frequencies were added to our 5700-entry data bank and fitted
(each data point is weighted as the square of the reciprocal of the uncertainty) to determine
new molecular constants. These constants were then used to predict new frequency
calibration tables with smaller uncertainties than had existed previously. These tables appear
in Ref. [13].
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